This report is a user manual for the FORTRAN program POLYGON. POLYGON is designed to facilitate the construction and editing of the geometries of polygonal shapes using an Envision color-graphics terminal. The Open-File Report #85-233-B [Chuchel/ 1985] contains a listing of the FORTRAN source code for the POLYGON program.
POLYGON features color-graphics/ an interactive user dialogue/ brief help messages/ and "zooming" to selected portions of the terminal screen in order to edit and manipulate polygons using a graphics cursor or the Envision mouse. A quadruply linked tree is used within POLYGON to represent and store the information about the geometries of the polygons.
These polygonal shapes may subsequently be used by independent modeling programs to represent three-dimensional shapes of gravitational or magnetic sources; for example/ output from POLYGON is directly compatible with programs MAGPOLY or GRAVPOLY [Plouff/ 1975a [Plouff/ / 1975b Godson 1983a Godson / 1983b and PFGRAV3D or PFMAG3D [Blakely/ 1981] . POLYGON is a computer program for developing polygonal models on an Envision color-graphics terminal. The term "polygonal model" shall refer to (1) the coordinates of the corners of a set of polygonal shapes/ (2) a set of parameters and parameter descriptions attached to each polygon/ and (3) the topologic structure that links the polygons in a storage hierarchy.
POLYGON is written in DEC (Digital Equipment
The program features color-graphics/ an interactive user dialogue/ brief help messages/ several types of output files/ and "zooming" to selected portions of the graphics screen in order to edit and manipulate polygons using a graphics cursor or the Envision mouse. Figure 1 shows the program control structure.
A model may consist of up to 100 polygons; each with up to 100 vertices. Each polygon may be assigned up to ten numerical parameters/ each with a descriptive label. A polygon's sides may not be self-crossing; perimeters of polygons are not allowed to cross/ but any number of polygons can be completely contained within other polygons.
POLYGON uses a data structure called a quadruply linked tree [Knuth/ 1969/ p. 352 ] to store the topology of the collection of polygons composing the model. The data structure is described in Appendix C.
A typical modeling session might include the following steps:
1) The POLYGON program is invoked. 2) A two-dimensional array (grid) is input/ stored in program memory/ and contoured in color on the graphics screen. 3) A mouse or other cursor control device is used to draw/ edit/ and manipulate an initial set of polygons on the screen. 4) Parameters are assigned to individual polygons and labels are assigned to each parameter. 5) The screen coordinates of the polygons are converted to the coordinate system of the grid and/ together with the parameter information/ are written to output files'for use in other programs.
Depending on the application/ a POLYGON model may require revision. For example, output from POLYGON may be used as initial input to other programs that calculate magnetic anomalies over prismatic sources. Comparison of calculated anomalies with observed anomalies usually indicates ways in which the prismatic sources (i.e./ the POLYGON model) can be adjusted in order to improve agreement. The steps to edit an existing POLYGON model are as follows:
6} The POLYGON program is invoked again. 7) A color-contour representation of a grid is displayed in color on the screen as in step 2. 8) The mouse or cursor keys are again used to add and/or modify the polygonal bodies as necessary to agree with some desired criteria. [Envision, 1983b] . Modular construction of the program should make it relatively simple to convert to other color graphics terminals. The section "Notes on implementation" provides some information on converting to other terminals and other versions of FORTRAN.
POLYGON has been developed in support of the U.S. Geological Survey's effort to characterize potential radioactive waste storage sites at the Nevada Test Site for the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations project. The Open-File Report of Chuchel [1985b] contains a listing of the FORTRAN source code for the POLYGON program.
POLYGON can be used to generate three types of output files. One of these files/ termed a POLYGON model file, may be used in subsequent POLYGON modeling sessions. The other two types of files may be used as input to other programs. The three types of files are described briefly below.
1) POLYGON model file
This is a formatted ASCII file for use in the POLYGON program. Appendix A describes the format of information contained in this file.
2) Plouff/Godson model
This file is compatible with programs GRAVPOLY or MAGPOLY which calculate the anomalies caused by a three-dimensional gravity or magnetic source. The formats for these files are described in [Plouff/ 19753, 1975b] and [Godson, 1983a [Godson, , 1983b . 3) Standard grid file A standard grid file is a binary file containing two-dimensional array data. This type of file is fundamentally different from the other two and represents a digital "map" of one parameter of the entire set of polygons. Using this file type/ POLYGON is useful in constructing gridded maps of the horizontal variation of some geophysical parameter; e.g./ density or magnetic susceptibility. This binary format is compatible with many programs used by the Branch of Geophysics/ USGS. Appendix B discusses the format of information contained in this file.
APPLICATIONS TO GRAVITY AND MAGNETIC MODELING
As discussed above/ POLYGON can generate several different types of output files for calculating the anomalies from a gravity or magnetic model. The following procedures describe the construction of a gravity or magnetic model:
(1) The POLYGON program is invoked.
(2) A color map of the gridded observed anomaly data is displayed on the screen. (3) Either a mouse or other graphics cursor control device is used to draw, edit/ and manipulate an initial set of polygons representing the source bodies/ in plan-view. (4) Parameters are assigned to individual polygons; e.g., density, magnetization, height of top, height of bottom. (5) The screen coordinates are converted to the coordinate system of the grid and, together with the parameter information, are used to generate one of several types of output files. (6) Results from POLYGON are used by independent programs for calculating anomalies. (7) The POLYGON program is invoked again. (8) A grid of calculated anomalies (or a grid of the difference between the calculated and observed anomalies) is displayed in color on the screen as in step 2. (9) The mouse or cursor keys are again used to add and/or modify the geometry of the polygonal source bodies as necessary to improve the agreement between the calculated and observed anomalies.
Depending on the type of output file (step 5)/ output from POLYGON will be directly compatible with a variety of magnetic and gravity modeling programs. If the user specifies a standard grid file/ for example, polygon corner point and parameter information are used to assign values to each grid intersection, those grid intersections not interior to any polygons are assigned to a user entered default value. The standard grid will have the same grid specifications as the grid displayed on the graphics screen. Instead of creating a standard grid the user has the option of writing the polygon parameters onto a preexisting standard grid, which must have the same grid specifications as the grid on the graphics screen. Standard grids are accepted by programs PFMAG3D and PFGRAV3D [Blakely, 1981] as maps of susceptibility or density. These are combined with topographic information according to the method of Parker [1972] .
The user may also specify that output be compatible with GRAVPOLY or MAGPOLY. If this option is used, the corner point and parameter information for a body (polygon) should follow these rules:
i) The corners of a body may be entered in either a clockwise or counterclockwise mannner when viewed from above. However, tht GRAVPOLY or MAGPOLY model files are written with the corner points of all the bodies output in a clockwise manner. ii) A hole may be removed from a larger body by including a second body entirely within the parent body with a density or magnetization contrast of opposite sign from that of the parent body.
GRAVPOLY and MAGPOLY require the following parameters for each body.
Gravity model: a) Height of top of body (positive direction is upward). b) Height of bottom of body ( " " " " ). c) Density contrast of body.
Magnetic model: a) Height of top of body (positive direction is upward). b) Height of bottom of body ( " " " " ). c) Volume magnetic susceptibility in emu times 100,000 (magnetization contrast). d) Remanent or total volume magnetization in emu times 100,000. e) The declination of remanent or total magnetization in degrees, measured clockwise from the y axis. f) Inclination of remanent or total magnetization in degrees measured downward from the horizontal plane.
These parameters are easily entered and changed for each polygon in the "Change polygon parameters mode" (Section II.C.2.2). See documentation for MAGPOLY [Godson, 1983aJ and GRAVPOLY [Godson, 1983b] for a detailed discussion of these parameters.
Figure 2 depicts three bodies as they might appear in plan-view on the screen, the arrows indicate the direction of corner entry.
By assigning different top and bottom heights to the individual bodies, non-laminar models may be constructed. Figure 3 shows examples, in cross-section, of several possible models obtainable when using different top and bottom heights for the individual bodies.
When calculating the anomaly from a model such as b or c in Figure 3 , any contribution to the anomaly from the overlap of body C on body A and B must be removed (cross-hatched regions of figure). POLYGON creates a "hidden body" in the PIouff/Godson model file to remove the additional contribution in the calculation step. A "hidden body" has the same plan-view polygonal shape as body A or B, but with top and bottom heights defined by the intersection of bodies C and A or B. The density or magnetization contrast given to a hidden body is of opposite sign from that of the parent body; any other parameters for this body are those of the parent.
The hidden bodies are generated at the time a Plouff/Godson file is requested and are not stored by the program. Hence, the total number of hidden bodies is not included in the total number of polygons allowed by the program. ?" indicates that one of the letters "p", "o", "r", M w", M z w , "h", or "q" is expected from the user, and that the letter "h" is the default answer.
Responding with the letter "h", for "help", provides a brief message describing the other permissible responses. A user response of "q", "quit", or "//" moves the program from one sublevel to the next higher level.
In the following examples, user responses are underlined. A blank underline indicates that a carriage return <CR> was entered. Answers to questions may be entered in either upper or lower case.
NOTE: Figures in the text
showing polygons in black or white are colored in reverse from how they normally appear on the graphics screen.
I.B. ENVISION MOUSE BUTTON AND CURSOR KEYBOARD ASSIGNMENTS
The Envision graphics cursor may be positioned with either the mouse or the cursor control keys on the numeric keypad. POLYGON prompts for which method to use when positioning the graphics cross-hair cursor. The method selected is then used throughout the current invocation of the program. When positioning the graphics cursor the following actions may be performed using the indicated mouse button or keyboard key assignments:
"e w Enters the current cross-hair cursor position as a corner of the polygon 2 w f" Same as 1 or we" and finishes entry of the polygon (This only applies when adding polygons or points, otherwise use the same as 1 or "e") 3 "h" Help message 2&3
"q" Quit/abort current action When holding the Envision mouse in the right hand the mouse buttons are numbered from left to right, button one is actuated by the index finger and button three is actuated by the ring finger [Envision, 1983a] .
The Envision terminals' graphics cross-hair cursor may be positioned by using the cursor control keys on the numeric keypad; pressing the FUNCT key first causes faster movement of the cursor. The cursor may be moved in both the x and y directions by simultaneously pressing two diagonally-adjacent arrow keys [Envision, 1983b] .
II. EXAMPLES OF PROGRAM OPERATIONS 11. A. GETTING STARTED
Upon invoking POLYGON a message is printed containing the version number and creation date of the POLYGON program being executed. POLYGON then prompts:
Question: "Read or create a grid (r/c/q)?" Response: The user has the option of reading in an existing standard grid (defined in Appendix B), or creating a new one. If the latter is selected, the user will be prompted for the grid specifications. Note that a default answer is not provided. The grid size, the number of rows (NR) times the number of columns (NC), must be less than or equal to 250,000.
a. If "r" for "read" was given as the response, the user is asked the following question. The program dialogue for this information is shown in the example below. Q: "Grid name?" R: Enter the name of the standard grid to be read in.
b. If "c" for "create" was the response, the grid specifications will be requested. The program dialogue for this information is shown on the next page.
After the grid is successfully read or created, the user is asked the following question to determine the amount of information to be displayed during the current POLYGON session.
Q: "Do you want verbose or terse prompts (v/t/q) [T]? 11 R: Enter "v" for verbose, "t" for terse, or "q" to quit. Welcome to POLYGON version 1.0...12/09/84 ****************************** Read or create a grid (r/c/q)?c_ You will now be asked to enter the grid specifications. The add/. . ./edit_poly mode is entered by typing "p" when in the POLYGON command level, one of two actions will then occur:
(i) The user will be prompted for parameters to use when coloring the grid on the screen, these parameters will be used throughout the current POLYGON session. After the parameters are entered the grid is drawn in color and the user is placed in the POLYGON add/. . ./edit_jpoly mode. The example below shows the dialogue when entering the coloring parameters. Figure 4 is a color plot of the graphics screen after the grid is drawn. 
II.C.1-ADDING A POLYGON
To add a polygon enter the character "a" for "add" in the POLYGON add/.../edit_poly mode. The corners of a polygon are entered by positioning the graphics cursor to the desired location and then pressing the appropriate key(s); Section I.B describes the key functions. The sides of the polygon are drawn as the corners are entered. The polygon is closed by positioning the graphics cursor to the final corner of the polygon to be eneterd and pressing (depending on the method selected) mouse button 2 or the "f" key on the keyboard, the remaining two sides of the polygon are then drawn. Figure 4 , on page 16, shows several polygons drawn on the graphics screen.
II.C.2 -CHANGING POLYGON PARAMETERS:
Use the change mode to enter or change the parameters of a polygon, or the labels describing the parameters. The label and parameter information are retained in a POLYGON model file and may be changed at any time. A label may be up to 15 characters in length and the parameters are read using an "e15.8" format.
The change mode is invoked by entering the letter "c" for "change" in the POLYGON add/. . ./edit_jpoly mode. The options in the change mode are: 1 = Change/assign labels, p = Change/assign parameters to polygons.
The following example shows the dialogue encountered on entering the change mode. Up to ten labels may be entered to describe the parameters associated with the polygons.
It is recommended that labels be entered as early as possible in the modeling process. The following diagram shows the relationship between the labels and the parameter fields. 
II.C.2.2 -CHANGING PARAMETERS OF A POLYGON
There are two methods for selecting the polygons to view or modify: 1) All polygons; POLYGON "walks" through the tree structure of the polygons/ stopping and prompting at each polygon encountered. 2) Picking individual polygons via the graphics cursor.
When walking through the tree structure the user may skip a polygon or the user may quit and return to the "Change parameter mode" section. The following example shows the dialogue occurring when viewing/changing a polygon's parameters. Note that a carriage return enters the default answer and that "//" may be used to stop modifying the polygon being viewed. The parameters are initialized to zero. The dialogue for parameter entry is shown in the following example- To delete a polygon type "d" for "delete" in the POLYGON add/change parm/delete/edit_poly mode.
A polygon is deleted by positioning the graphics cursor to a corner of the polygon and by pressing the appropriate key(s). POLYGON searches for the nearest polygon to the point entered. If no polygon is found an error message is printed and the cursor may be repositioned to find the polygon. When the polygon is located, it is "enhanced" in a different color (usually white), and the user is asked to confirm whether or not this is the correct polygon. The deleted polygon is redrawn in another color (usually black) to verify that the polygon has been removed from the model. The following example illustrates the dialogue occurring during polygon deletion. The edit mode allows the addition, deletion, or moving of corner points of a polygon. The edit mode is invoked by entering "e" for "edit" in the POLYGON add/. . ./edit_j>oly mode. The EDIT mode prompt is:
The steps when using the editing functions are briefly outlined below.
II.C.4.1 -ADDING POINTS TO A POLYGON:
1) Identify the polygon by positioning the cross-hair cursor at any corner of the polygon and enter the cursor position by pressing the appr opr iate key(s). 2) Position the cursor at the appropriate side of the polygon where points will be added and identify this side by pressing the appropriate key(s). 3) Select an end point of this side where the additions will start from, and enter this point by pressing the appropriate key(s). 4) Enter the new corner points by moving the cursor and pressing the appropriate key(s). 5) Enter the final corner point to be added by pressing (depending on the method selected) mouse button 2 or "f" on the keyboard. The special-functions command may be used to copy, move, or rotate a polygon. The special-functions command is invoked by entering "s" for "special" in the POLYGON add/. . ./edit_j>oly mode. The special-functions prompt is:
When using the special functions a polygon is not allowed to be transformed to a region outside of the unzoomed grid. The dialogue for the special functions is illustrated on the next page. The steps when using the special functions are briefly outlined below. The Open-File reports of [Plouff, 1975a [Plouff, , 1975b and [Godson, 1983a [Godson, , 1983b discuss in great detail the information needed as input to the modeling programs. The example below shows the order of questioning in POLYGON for the case of a magnetic model.
Example:
(Program dialogue continued from previous page*) You will now enter the numbers of the labels assigned to the following parameters:
(1) Height of Top of body (2) Height of Bottom of body (3) Volume magnetic susceptibility (emuX100000) (4) Remanent or total volume magnetization (emuX100000) The zoom feature may be used to select a subgrid for redrawing on the screen at a finer scale. The zoom command stores up to five subgrid locations on a "stack" so that any of the subgrid locations may be recalled and used for zooming. The "unzoom" command is used to draw the grid without zooming , it has no effect on the stack.
The boundaries of a subgrid may be specified by one of three methods: 1) Mouse via graphics cursor, 2) Keypad cursor control keys/ 3) Subgrid row and column numbers (nonin/nCTiax/nrmin/nrmax) .
The subgrid is defined in methods (1) and (2) To quit the program enter "q" for "quit" or "//" when at the POLYGON command level/ POLYGON will then prompt to determine whether the current POLYGON model should be saved.
Example: Th a size of the graphics screen on the Envision terminal is ^4150x3120 pixels. POLYGON limits the display of graphics information to a slightly smaller area of ~4000x3000 pixels. The subroutine INTSCR initializes, among other things, the useable portion of the total graphics plane using the following real arrays: 
APPENDIX C -POLYGON Data Structure
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate several simple three-body models, although much more complex models, including polygons embedded at several levels, can be envisioned. A data structure possessing the following properties was developed to provide for both the simple and complex situations.
(i) Flexible; able to change with the evolving geometry among the polygons (ii) Memory efficient; uses the computer memory efficiently and sparingly (iii) Search efficient; provide a framework in which a polygon can be quickly located and the algorithms which test for polygon crossing can quickly reject or emplace a polygon in the structure.
POLYGON uses a quadruply linked tree [Knuth, 1969, p. 352 ] to meet the above requirements. A linked tree is a collection of pointers to other objects (pointers, polygons, arrays, etc.) in the tree. POLYGON uses five integer arrays to point to other polygons in the tree; in the following discussion I, J, K, L, M are positions in the tree, n is an array indice.
INFO(n) =1
-A number used to identify the polygon and which marks the position in the arrays containing the corner-point coordinates of polygon I. Note: in what follows we will assume that n=l, although this may not always be the case. IUPPER(I) = J -Position in the tree, one level above polygon I, of the polygon that contains polygon I. IDOWN(I) = K -Position in the tree, one level below polygon I, of the first polygon contained in polygon I. ILEFT(I) = L -Position in the tree, at the same level as polygon I, of the polygon to the left of polygon I which is also contained in polygon J. IRIGHT(I) = M -Position in the tree, at the same level as polygon I, of the polygon to the right of polygon I which is also contained in polygon J.
A portion of the right hand side of Figure 5 depicts the relationship among the pointers discussed above. Figure 6 shows a model which would have the data structure depicted in Figure 5 . 
